SAMPLE PLAN

PHOTONICS CONCENTRATION

MA2320 & MA3520, full semester courses, may replace MA2321 and MA3521. Diff Eq is p-req to EE2112.

Delay EE2112 (1 sem.) And Photonics sequence (1 year).

MA2320 & MA3520, full semester courses, may replace MA2321 and MA3521. Diff Eq is p-req to EE2112.

MAPHOTONICS ELECTIVES: fall: EE4252, EE4256, PH4510, EE5522(check sched), spring: EE4253, EE4290, MY4292, BE4250-Alt spg even

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) See reverse side for planning info and General Education worksheet.

Undergraduate advisor: EERC 131. Call 487-2550 to schedule appt. eceadvise@mtu.edu

EB8812 (4)

Electrical Engineering at
MichiganTech

MA2320 & MA3520, full semester courses, may replace MA2321 and MA3521. Diff Eq is p-req to EE2112. Delays EE2112 (1 sem.) And Photonics sequence (1 year).

Delay EE2112 (1 sem.) And Photonics sequence (1 year).

EER3110 (1)

Electrical Engineering at

SAMPLE PLAN

PHOTONICS CONCENTRATION

MA2320 & MA3520, full semester courses, may replace MA2321 and MA3521. Diff Eq is p-req to EE2112.

Delay EE2112 (1 sem.) And Photonics sequence (1 year).

MA2320 & MA3520, full semester courses, may replace MA2321 and MA3521. Diff Eq is p-req to EE2112.

MAPHOTONICS ELECTIVES: fall: EE4252, EE4256, PH4510, EE5522(check sched), spring: EE4253, EE4290, MY4292, BE4250-Alt spg even

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) See reverse side for planning info and General Education worksheet.

Undergraduate advisor: EERC 131. Call 487-2550 to schedule appt. eceadvise@mtu.edu

EB8812 (4)